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Abstract — Wireless sensor networks are considered as a tremendous invention of technology. It converts 

analog signals into digital and stores the centralized cloud using wireless technology.  This system is 

commonly called modern IOT. With the rapid achievements in wireless technology, a small device can do 

things beyond human imagination. This small device is equipped for sensing, communication and 

computation. This advanced sensor technology is used for various real-time applications [5] such as 

environment monitoring, Agriculture, Healthcare, Intelligent Transport System and so on. However, security 

and energy consumption (processing time) is a major concern in Wireless Sensor Networks. In this proposed 

system a Light Weight Secured Architecture is developed for this Wireless Sensor Networks. In our proposed 

architecture nature inspired Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACO) is used to find and removes the 

malicious network nodes and Eclipse Curve Cryptography (ECC) is used for security. Experiment results 

show that the proposed ACO based ECC system provides good security and light weight encryption for 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, Innovation has created amazing tools and resources, putting every individual's most useful 

information at their fingertips. The latest addition related to information technology is wireless sensor Technology 

which has made its mark in different fields by now.   Wireless sensor Technology can be used for real-time data 

collection and instant communication between devices. The number and types of sensors used are contributing to 

numerous different applications, such as healthcare, military, critical infrastructure monitoring, environment 

monitoring, manufacturing etc. 

 

A. Use of WSN 

 

Transport monitoring: In modern days WSN gives very big contributions to transport monitoring [6]. It is used to 

detect traffic rules violations, toll way management, emergency vehicle notification and traffic light management. 

 

Military: In developed countries, this WSN is being used in military applications [7]. Generally, WSN   used in 

Military Applications like tracking the enemy movements, force protection and so on. 

Environmental Monitoring: Environmental monitoring with a traditional computing system is a very difficult task 

[8]. In WSN different types of weather monitoring sensors are used for sensing monitoring environment-related 

information’s. By this, weather and natural disasters can be predicted early. So, it simplifies the works of the 

meteorologists multiple times. 
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Health Monitoring: on modern days health-related sensors are used for health monitoring [9]. WSN,  allow 24 

hours continuous monitoring of patient vital signs such as heartbeat monitoring, temperature monitoring, blood 

pressure monitoring and so on. This is considered as a great revolution in the medical field. 

 

B. Sensor Node  Architecture 

WSN comprise of tiny nodes where each node is connected with sensors. These nodes which can be few or 

hundreds Nodes communicate with each sensor and broadcast data retrieved from these sensors to centralized 

systems. The necessity of centralized systems leads to the development of Internet of Things. Fig. 1 has shown 

the components of a sensor node. 

 

Fig1 components of a sensor node 

The sensor node has four modules [10]: the power and power management, a sensor, a microcontroller, 

and a wireless transceiver where each module performs some specific task. First module, the power unit is 

responsible for providing energy to the sensor node. Second module is the sensing unit of a WSN which 

can obtain the environmental status and produces the electric signal and then transferring them to the 

microcontroller. Processing block microcontroller the third module which has memory, microcontroller 

and operating system, after receiving the data from the sensor, the module is responsible for storing and 

processing the data accordingly. Fourth module is Wireless Transceiver unit which receives command 

from the processing unit and passes it to the other node of the network.  

 

C. Security 

Security gives protection against the danger it avoids criminal activities [11][12]. In modern days many researchers 

are done for security but nobody could give 100% security. Though there are many advantages in WSN its security 

is considered as its disadvantage. The WSN signals being passed through public locations anyone can have access to 

it. These wireless signals have very confidential information’s. For example military information’s, Healthcare 

information’s, Road Traffic information’s and so on. To give security to these wireless signals is a challenging task 

because the modern sensor networks have bidirectional nature. So, a hacker can easily control the activities of a 

sensor. Moreover, the sensor is a small device and its memory and processing power are very limited. Hence, to 

implement a security application in this WSN is a very difficult task. 

The rest of the paper presents as follows:  Section II describes related works. Section III describes problem 

description and WSN attacks. Section IV presents the proposed architecture. Section V explains the experimental 

results.  Finally, Section V concludes the paper.   
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II. RELATED WORKS 

Marin BERTIER et al presented Low-Cost Secret-Sharing in Sensor Networks which provides basic 

building blocks to create a protected communication by using secret keys exchanges between adjacent network 

nodes without the use of cryptography [1].  In addition, they proposed an algorithm which extends the secret key 

establishment to nodes. This model doesn’t require any initial configuration. This secure architecture consists of a 

set of models which includes: Communication model, Timing model and Adversity model. Finally, [1] produce 

some messages which don’t require any initial configuration. 

Thomas Claveirole et al developed a Securing wireless sensor network against aggregator compromises. [2] 

proposed three methods for secure aggregation in sensor networks: SMA, DMA, and A-DMA. According to [2] 

three methods a sensor node splits its readings into several blocks and send these blocks through unique paths. 

These three schemes provide security against the following attacks:  data tampering, DoS attacks and eavesdropping. 

Mark Luk et al proposed a MiniSec: A Secure Sensor Network Communication Architecture. [3] has two 

operating modes: single-source communication and multi-source broadcast communication for WSN networks. 

However, they only give importance to energy saving. This developed MiniSec source code is freely distributed 

under an open source license.  

Peng Changgen et al developed a Threshold signcryption scheme based on elliptic curve cryptosystem and 

verifiable secret sharing which requires a trusted centre as a dealer [4]. The trusted centre is responsible for choosing 

system parameters and distributing secret key. This proposed method can be easily converted into a threshold 

signcryption scheme based on [4] signcryption scheme. 

III.  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND WSN ATTACKS 

The information transformed through a wireless sensor network is very sensitive. So, security regarding WSN is 

very indispensable. WSN has limited resources (limited memory and low processing power). So, it is very difficult 

to have self-protection. On the other hand, hackers keep very equipped technology and resources such as constant 

power supply, high-speed processor and stronger antennae for signal emission. Hence WSN can be easily attacked 

by a hacker. The types of attacks are given flowingly.  

 

Danieal of Service: The major aim of this attack is to collapse the functions of a network [13]. A network 

attacked by multiple attackers is called a distributed attack. It is more problematic than single node attack. The 

intention of the attackers is given below. This attack commonly deletes or changes the routing information, wastes 

memory and wastes bandwidth.  

 

The Sybil attack: This is a special type of attack which creates multiple identifications through a single node. 

The major aim of this attack is to provide incorrect information to the network [14]. These types of attack confuse 

the function of the network. Once attacked it is very difficult to prevent it because it bypasses encryption and 

authentication techniques easily. It generally creates problems in networking functions such as resource allocation 

distributed storage and voting.   

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Figure 2 shows the architecture and workflow of the proposed architecture. Our proposed architecture consists of 

four main modules namely: Deployment of WSN nodes, ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO), Eclipse Curve 

Cryptography encryption and performance evaluation. 
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Fig. 2 Architecture and Work flow of Proposed Method 

 

Step1 Deployment of the Sensor Nodes: In this section, randomly selected wireless sensor nodes are created which 

are automatically and randomly formed the structure, this process is called network topology. 

Step2 Network Optimization: In our proposed method the optimization process is done by using nature-inspired ant 

colony optimization algorithm (ACO). ACO algorithm is a population-based probabilistic technique that is based on 

the behavior of ants searching for food which is used to find approximate solutions to difficult problems. ACO 

closely monitor the behavior of the network nodes based on its request and response, comparison, mobility and 

energy level with its record of previous transmissions. A node, whose behavior is changed and not fit the fitness 

function, is considered as the malicious node or attacker node. The node is removed from the network topology to 

improve the performance of the network. Fig 3 shows the ACO algorithm optimization steps. 

 
 

Fig. 3 network optimization steps 
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ECC is the public key cryptography. It is an algebraic structure based. It has the power to give powerful security 

using smaller keys. It is commonly used for key agreement, pseudorandom generators and digital signature. It is a 

key agreement cryptographic algorithm based on symmetric encryption. Fig 4 shows the ECC algorithm steps.  

 

 

Fig. 4 ECC algorithm steps 

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The proposed system was developed by using .Net 4.0 frameworks and SQL-Server 2008. The proposed 

architecture was evaluated with the already developed methods. The experimental results show that the proposed 

method provides enhanced WSN security and lightweight security system.  Where the experiment lays on the 

Windows 10 operating system, Intel i3 3.20 GHz CPU and 8.0 GB RAM.  The running time of one H is 0.0359 

millisecond (MS). Table 1 shows the processing time of proposed architecture and the existing methods. Fig 3 

shows the processing time comparison of proposed architecture with existing methods. 

 

Table1 experimental results of proposed security architecture with existing methods. 

 Proposed 

Method 

[1] Secret-

Sharing 

Method 

[2] SMA, 

DMA, and 

A-DMA 

[3] 
MiniSec 

Method 

[4] Threshold 

signcryption scheme 

User registration 4h 5h 5h 7h 6h 

Server registration - 3h - - - 

Sensor node 

registration 

3h 7h 5h 6h 6h 

Login and 

authentication 

6h 8h 9h 8h 9h 

Total cost 4h+3h+6h 5h+3h+7h+8h 5h+5h+9h 7h+6h+8h 6h+6h+9h 

MS 0.467 0.826 0.662 0.753 0.754 
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Fig.3 processing time comparison with existing methods. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The WSN is considered as a great achievement of information technology. During the last few years, its growth is 

countless. The WSN can monitor any object without human help all the times. Despite these numerous advantages 

its major drawback concerning its security and energy consumption.  In this proposed work lightweight security 

architecture has been developed for WSN. In this lightweight architecture, ACO is used for networks optimization 

and remove malicious nodes and ECC is used for security. Experimental results show that ACO-ECC architecture 

reduces the processing time and improved security very much. 
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